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selfdescription on facebook

Studied at the University of Warwick, Coventry, England from 1976 to 1980 (missed a year in the 
middle), and changed courses between English and American Literature, and English and European 
Literature.

Other names AlexVlad Onkel Alex

I‘m an artistic emotionally Scottish trans* person living in Berlin, Germany

creative, humorous, artistic, bipolar, poor, gay/bi, translator, into animals (cats and praying 
mantises) archaeology, cooking, performing, activism, love, aquaria, history, murder,
Favourite Quote “First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win.” 
Mahatma Gandhi



Remembering Alex 
Memorial by Dido

Alex understood himself as living „in between“ the binary genders. I therefore use both personal 
pronouns alternately or simultaneously or „they“.

I first met Alex (called Helen in those days) in May 1996 at the University in Berlin during a 
workshop of the International Bisexual Symposium: „Experiencing Intimacy: connecting Soul to 
Soul.“ The long full black hair reaching to the hollow of the knee, which gently wrapped him_them 
while dancing, was for me a sign of a rebel freethinker. Already in the first wordless eye contact 
the spark jumped over: in the truest sense of the word love at first sight. In the first few hugs I felt a 
warmth that touched me deeply. 

Alex had left England for the first time with Lisa and other bisexuals from the bi women‘s groups 
in London. A house in High Wycombe (near London) with three cats and a boyfriend who I later 
found out was his spouse was waiting for the return. With an intensive correspondence we bridged 
the spatial distance of our awakening love.

Sometimes I find it difficult to time my memories of more than 20 years at his side. I told Alex 
last summer that some of the things he has given me every now and then are signs that he has 
embellished and enriched my life. In my memory there are many pictures of happy moments stored 
in my heart. 

These memories weigh more than the memories of all the dark times we have shared together. 
Their dramatic and existential intensification almost threatened to tear us apart. All too quickly, 
stones like these, which put fate or state authorities, social structures of power or our own 
shortcomings in the way, come to the fore.

Alex has always approached problems pragmatically - with a focus on finding a solution. With 
black humour and self-irony, he sometimes managed to maintain a certain light-heartedness even in 
difficult situations. Like Monty Python‘s Brian sings on the cross: always look on the bright side of 
life!

Alex never knew how anything would turn out. He was spontaneous, open and keen to experiment. 
He_she had retained a childlike curiosity and joy. Sometimes he overestimated his powers. Plans 
were postponed for months or remained unfinished. In recent years he staggered a little bit between 
lightness, which sometimes turned into recklessness and melancholy, which at times turned into 
depressing paralysis.

In December 1996, when he took me from London airport to Brighton, the gay seaside resort, in 
a rickety van, he was in a good mood for adventure. I got to know a person who was interested in 
many topics: in history, gay-les-bi-an culture, art, ethnology and archaeology as well as in natural 
sciences. He was particularly fascinated by the flora and fauna of marine biology. 



Three years ago he bought an aquarium, which was to be 
followed by a second one with underwater plants and exotic 
fish. Alex devoured literature of all kinds, including detective 
novels and biographies of mass murderers, war criminals and 
sex offenders.

When we moved together in Berlin in the fall of 1997, he 
turned out to be a DIY all-round craftsman. After training as a 
decorator in London, he had restored Chinese porcelain for the 
British Museum and conducted handicraft courses. 

In the new apartment Alex showed me different decoration 
methods, built shelves, painted furniture and provided a lively 
friendly atmosphere with ferns, cacti and other plants: a hobby 
gardener with green thumbs. During walks he liked to draw 
attention to the particularities of plants and trees. 

Since puberty Alex has very often had somatic problems, which were treated with varying 
hormones. This should also support a „feminization“. But Alex, who already had to deal with the 
girls‘ school uniforms, could hardly identify with the given role. When he_she fell in love with 
a girl of the same age when she was 14 years old, her father threatened to kill her. Alex ran away 
from home in a hurry. Since then, they have avoided contact with the parents. Placed in borstals, 
he completed his schooling with a university entrance qualification. In Warwick, s_he studied 
literature and married the computer scientist Jeremy, also to get an apartment outside the campus. 

At the beginning of our coexistence Alex believed that he had finally overcome the somatic 
problems with an operation. But after a few months painful symptoms became apparent again. The 
drug preparation of another operation triggered a depressive episode as a side effect. 

In spring 2001 we supported the organization of a demonstration in front of the Charitee against 
genital mutilation of babies diagnosed as „intersexual“. Alex had been described by his mother in 
childhood as a „hairy, ugly“ baby. He suspected that he might have been subjected to surgery in 
early childhood. 

During a protracted evaluation by the director of the sexual scientific institute of the Charitee, 
Prof. Dr. Beier, repressed conflicts were brought back into consciousness in a traumatic way, but 
not really worked through or resolved. For the result of the 18-month evaluation they had to wait 
another year. The expert had simply forgotten to send his diagnosis. 

Finally the mastectomy requested by Alex could be performed in the Parkklinik Weissensee. In 
daily visits I could see for myself that Alex was treated competently, respectfully and sensitively in 
this clinic. 

In January 2002 we moved to Schöneberg with a 7 tonne truck. However, our financial 
situation became increasingly precarious. Contradictory Hartz 4 announcements fuelled 



further fears of existence. I was afraid that Alex might lose his residence permit without 
proof of employment. 

The next low point came in October 2004, when Alex was harassed with xenophobic slogans, 
beaten and maltreated by the BVG‘s private security so that painful problems in one hand lasted for 
years. After this incident Alex was damaged, perhaps beyond repair.

Overburdened and panicked, he felt less and less understood by me. Without warning, he then 
unexpectedly quietly and secretly moved out of the apartment while I visited my parents. I couldn‘t 
find out where he was for months. 

In May 2005, after a conversation in a crisis consultation, we were crying in each others‘ arms. We 
agreed to continue our relationship. Alex had meanwhile successfully applied for unemployment 
benefit II and was able to find a satisfactory job in the Kreuzberg Museum.

In 2007 he took a shy cat into his apartment. I cared for it while he attended a queer congress in 
Marseille in July 2008. There he suddenly suffered a psychotic shock. This event caused a long-
lasting deep insecurity of his person. After his return, he slipped more and more into a paralyzing 
deep depression. 

In order to distract him from pondering and to get him out of his isolation, I motivated him to join 
me in an open ceramic group. An Ex-psychiatric patient of the crisis shelterhouse helped him to 
develop an understanding for his almost mystical fantasies. Dedicated individual helpers from 
Support of the Association for Protection against Psychiatric Violence helped him to better cope 
with everyday life and gradually regain his self-confidence. In the open studio of St. Hedwig, 
he came into contact again with temporarily blocked creative forces. He took part in various 
exhibitions, also in the rooms of TriQ.

During the transgenic Pride 2010 Alex presented 
himself dressed up as Frieda Kahlo, in TriQ he did a 
comedy performance in November 2012, later in the 
Südblock, in the AHA and at the Queer Gala in Köpi.

Alex supported the Berlin alliance Stop Trans* 
Pathologization, which was formed in 2010. He 
translated, participated in the organization of 
information events and fund raising parties.

At the beginning of July 2016, on suspicion of a stroke, 
he admitted himself to the Neukölln hospital by taxi, 
where he was discharged far too quickly after 3 weeks. 

At the end of August 2016 I met a very frightened, 
badly traumatized Alex in the psychiatry in Neukölln. 
Paranoid schizophrenia was diagnosed as the reason for 
the admission. 



Only after 6 weeks did he receive permission to move around the clinic premises with his 
wheelchair. In April 2017 he was finally able to return to his apartment. 

In October 2017 we met personally for the last time. On December 13th he spontaneously invited 
me over the phone to a dinner to celebrate the survival of another stroke. He had been released 
from the clinic on November 30th after one night. I was happy to hear from him, but had to 
postpone the meal after Christmas because of family and professional obligations. 

On December 18th he called me from a Turkish cafe. He was in an unusually euphoric mood. He 
reported that he had just been diagnosed as „manic-depressive“ and tried to explain his changing 
moods with it. I could hardly interrupt or comment on him in this almost one-hour conversation. 
We agreed I‘d report back to him after Christmas. 

Unfortunately, he was no longer able to respond to telephone calls and doorbells after I returned on 
December 27th. On January 8th his body was taken out of the apartment by the police. 

I have lost with him a longtime partner and the best friend I have ever had.

If Alex‘s death can tell us anything, for me it‘s this: 
Watch out for yourself and your fellow friends! Every moment is precious! 
Live, love and fight on for liberty, happyness and diversity, 
against pathologization and state paternalism! 

~ dia-dao@gmx.de ~

(foto byIan)



Elegy for Alex Callow
by Lisa Geary

When we met you were looking for love
In a place where you found it twice
You changed your whole life for love
Running from what couldn‘t sustain you 
Finding your own way forward in the world
You had fun and played
You were wild and untameable at times
And then gentle and quiet at others
Creative and beautiful
Vivavious

You ran early and you ran late
At least four times you ran from what bound you 
To a new place

Father, Husband, Fatherland, Boyfriend
Running from men to become a new man
Your own way

Unable to accept yourself or your reality
Fighting for more
Losing everything in the fight

Abandoned and beaten
Your health was taken from you
Your creativity remained
A bridge to friendship and appreciation
A way to be heard and understood 

Ultimately Alone
Running beyond the boundaries of the mortal coil
Free to be remembered for your true self

Lisa March 2018

 ~ lisa@lisageary.co.uk ~



Alex Callow in the open studio St. Hedwig
by Paula Schmidt-Dudeck

Alex Callow worked for 8 years in the open studio St. Hedwig.  He came to our beautiful rooms 
once, sometimes twice a week for painting and artistic and human exchange. I always had the 
feeling that he enjoyed transforming his ideas and fantasies, his dreams and also his nightmares 
into art, and also to talk about it. He spoke well and happily, he had a critical mind, a wise mind; 
in England, his birthplace, he had studied English and American literature, he was at home in the 
language.

He proved this during his small and large speeches on the occasion of many viewings of the studio 
exhibitions. It was important to him that not only the artists were spoken about, but that the artists 
themselves also had a voice. He felt responsible for that. Self-determination was above all his 
biggest issue. Self-determination over his thinking, his feeling, about his life; I often thought that 
foreign determination was what he feared most of all. And the fact that he could not exercise his 
self-determination 100 percent in all phases and areas of his life was his great misfortune. 

In art he mainly dealt with nature, flora and fauna. He loved all the water creatures, especially 
medusa and octopuses. He also painted plants a lot, but not their pure image, no, he gave them 
character, often they had small grimacing faces or were portrayed in contexts that went beyond 
the flower bed. I have brought a picture with me that at first sight seems cheerful: a sunny yellow 
flower against a blue sky, beetles, insects around them, two frogs sitting on lily leaves. Typical for 
Alex Callow: the first sight deceives, here are puzzles and secrets. The insects are trapped by the 
plant, they are attached with strings and cords to the bottom of the blossom and stump, there is no 
escape. One wonders what will happen to the two giant 
beetles that are currently in flight with very dangerous 
grappling arms, horns and sharp wedge teeth. Are they 
captured by the plant, or do the beetles win the battle? 
And can the frog with the long tongue still catch the 
leashed beetle? 

Alex Callow‘s life was difficult and adventurous, he 
takes many secrets with him to his grave. Life has 
demanded a lot from him. Defeats did not cause him 
to fail. He met his destiny and he did a good job. We 
remember him as a cheerful, thoughtful, militant man 
who had intense strength for exactly 60 years. 

We won‘t forget him.

(Foto von Dr. Bernhard Haslinger, Charité)



For Alex
by Violett Ele 

I love you, Alex.
You are such a special soul.
So gentle, sweet and tender.
I‘m sorry this life held so much pain for you.
May you be released from your wounds and hardships.
May you leave your sacred body behind you.
In front / behind, left / right, up / down–
These are but some of the binaries of this place.
May you transcend them all, oh walker between worlds.
May you find your way home to Earth, to the Stars, to wherever you need to go.
May you be released from any unhelpful Earthly bonds.
May our tears and grief carry you on the river of sorrows into the next phase of your journey.
I‘m sad we didn‘t get to know eachother better.
I‘m sad we met at such a difficult time for both of us.
I‘m happy, oh so happy, so joyful, so deeply moved and grateful and honored that our paths crossed.
You met me at such a tender place, with such love and spaciousness and experience and realness.
You were the one I needed right when I needed you.
I don‘t think I even saw it at the time, but you touched me.
My heart knows you as a dear dear friend.
I am changed thanks to you, you life, and your heart.
Thank you, Alex Callow.
I see you, Alex Callow.
I remember you, Alex Callow.
I love you, Alex Callow.
Oh, Berlin, I received so much in you.
May you receive Alex‘s body now.
Bright and well Scottish ancestors, you who love us beyond all reason, may you receive Alex and 
welcome him home.
Bright, gleaming, vibrant, and well Transcestors, you who love us beyond all reason, may you 
receive Alex and welcome him home.

Open so gently
Unfurl your heart
May the tender threads of your love
Float on the divine currents
Held with such grace
And met with such love
That at last you may know you are home. ~ violet@atapogee.com ~



Lovers of the World, Arise!

Alex and Dido performed this as a puppet play at the Schwarze Kanal Queer Varitee 20-10-2009. This is a 
re-translation done by Alex (from german into english) of a leaflet by the wicked messengers, London from the 
seventies, published in a german version by  Lutz Schulenburg  (+) & Hanna Mittelstädt in the Edition Nautilus

The prevailing social reality cheats us with its banal, textbook repetitive dualism through the 
mechanism of two primary sexual organs with limited possibilities and predetermined direction.

A cock and a pussy. Or rather: a cock or a pussy. A tube with a hole in it and a hole with a tube 
behind it. What is this bullshit? It is what capitalism provides to drain the messy eroticism of our 
craving bodies. Two organs, in reality only one: an organ turned inside out or one outside in (plus 
the arse, which contributes a dreary pseudo variety.

This is not enough!

Together with all lovers everywhere we want more.
We do not want improved pussies and cocks – reformism of the most blatant sort. Our demands 
are in the best Trotzkyist taste: not only undoubtedly sensible and desirable, but also equally 
impossible for capitalism to fulfil, unless it at the same time admits the lies of the prevailing reality. 



We demand:

1. Detachable cocks, pussies and clitorises, which can quickly be fixed on to any other part of the 
body (the cocks may be superfluous, all other functions except the reproductive can be fulfilled 
by the clitoris)

2. multiple sexual organs for each individual, of unlimited size, number, colour and variety
3. a new sexual organ on the principle of the nipple on a balloon, which can be alternatively turned 

in or out ( which can be alternatively convex or concave).
4. tendrils controlled according to one’s own wish, attached to the sides of the cocks and pussies, 

which will combine the best qualities of fingers, clitoris and tongue, but also have perfect 
flexibility and sensation

5. Quantities of tendrils which can be installed at wish over the entire body surface; 
6. Extra eyes, which can be combined with the other organs to suit; 
7. Electric eel organs capable of sending a mild electric shock through the body or any part of it. 

„Sexuality“ as currently experienced must be eradicated - because it is solid, fixed, immobile, inert, 
particular. „Sexuality“ is a mode of domination; „sex“ is a meaningless, boredom-concealing tic, 
like picking your nose or scratching. Generalized sexuality, like generalized self-management, 
breaks down sex into the eroticism of the whole body, transforming nose-picking and scratching 
into erotic acts of the same value... except that they can no longer be seen as isolated activities, any 
more than generalized sexuality. 
Generalized sexuality, like generalized self-management, will not exist until there are no longer 
sexual locations on the body, sexual ghettoes or sexual sanctums, sexual borders or sexual power-
bases. We must get rid of all separate sexual power. Power to the imagination, and to the body — 
for they are one and the same. 
The orgasm, as a localized event in space-time, is merely the representation of sexual pleasure, the 
spectacle of sexuality, the crock of gold at the rainbow‘s end; the separated power of the sexual 
organs. The orgasm must be overcome; likewise, the sterile dichotomy of the sympathetic and 
parasympathetic nervous systems must be overcome. 
The multiplication and variation of sex organs is only a half built house, a dream interlude, between 
dead sex and the living, generalized sexuality of the whole body. 

Lovers of the World, Arise!

You have Nothing to Lose but Your Sense of Loss...

BINARYITY = TRANS-PHOBIA

NO TO GENDER LIMITS

NO TO GENDER DUALITY!!!



(fotos except as noted otherwise by Dido)


